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Physical Education 
 
 

 
 
 

Students have been engaged in a wide range of activities during their first 

20 P.E. classes. The year kicked off with team building activities and the 

development of a wellness warm-up. Following that, students had a 

chance to practice their goal setting skills and apply them to various 

fitness movements addressing everything from speed to core strength. 

Since then each class has be exposed to many different manipulative 

skills such as throwing, catching, kicking, etc: and practiced them in 

game like settings.   

 



    
 
 
 

We will continue to promote the benefits of physical activity in the 

gymnasium and we greatly appreciate your support. Feel free to follow us 

on twitter @stonybrookpe for pictures and videos to get a glimpse into 

the Physical Education classroom. 
 
 

 

https://twitter.com/stonybrookpe


Stony Brook Guidance, Enrichment, and Leadership 
 
The 2017-2018 school year has been off to a great start! All students have 

been participating in G.E.L. (Guidance, Enrichment, & Leadership) 

lessons, once per cycle, that highlight Stony Brook's commitment to a 

positive and inclusive school environment. During this time, students 

participate in activities that focus on character education, 

social/emotional learning, and service learning. Topics discussed include 

making/keeping friends, respecting differences, conflict resolution skills, 

making positive choices, and self-awareness.  

 

This time of year, we encourage students to think about how their words 

and actions have the potential to help others. In G.E.L, we discussed 

what gratitude means and ways we can show others that we are grateful. 

We then took that discussion a step further and thought of ways we can 

help others in need. We have partnered with the Rotary Club to assist 

them with an outreach project for schools in Nepal that were affected by 

the 2015 earthquake. Students created flags of hope that will be 

delivered to schools in Nepal. The flags portrayed positive thoughts and 

encouragement. 

 



The Leadership Council has also been working hard to help support others 

in our community. Stony Brook’s 4th and 5th grade Leadership Council 

have been creating placemats that will be sent to the Ronald McDonald 

House in New Brunswick to be used for dinners by the many families that 

stay at the house. 

 

       
 

Looking for other ideas on how to help our students spread kindness 

during this time of year? Below are some fun and easy ways! 

 

1. Random Acts of Kindness Calendar (see link!) 

https://www.weareteachers.com/random-acts-kindness-

calendar/?utm_content=bufferc7330&utm_medium=social&utm_source=t

witter.com&utm_campaign=buffer 

2. Donate or volunteer at your local food bank 

3. Create holiday cards to send to local nursery homes  

 

Have a Happy Holiday Season! 

 

Alexandra Gallo (Guidance Counselor) and  

Heather Ziolkowski (Lead Teacher) 

 

 

 

 

https://www.weareteachers.com/random-acts-kindness-calendar/?utm_content=bufferc7330&utm_medium=social&utm_source=twitter.com&utm_campaign=buffer
https://www.weareteachers.com/random-acts-kindness-calendar/?utm_content=bufferc7330&utm_medium=social&utm_source=twitter.com&utm_campaign=buffer
https://www.weareteachers.com/random-acts-kindness-calendar/?utm_content=bufferc7330&utm_medium=social&utm_source=twitter.com&utm_campaign=buffer


Winter Intramural Program Off to A Strong Start 

By Mr. Mehnert & Mr. Fornaro 

 

 

The Winter Intramural Program at Stony Brook School has seen a record 

number of participants this year with  57, 4th grade students and 49, 5th 

grade students. The program is developed to provide the students with 

skill development and physical fitness in a fun filled, no pressure setting.  

 

 

      
  

 

Each of the three intramural programs consist of ten, one and a half hour 

sessions in Fall, Winter and Spring and is coordinated and run by the 

following coaches: Ms. Manger, Ms. Johnston, Ms. Villanova, Ms. Figel, Mr. 

Clark, Mr. Fornaro, Mr. Landry, Mr. Gottshalk, and Mr. Mehnert. 

 

 

 

 



 
 

 

Our last intramural program will be in the spring, so look out for our next 

registration form. Our coaching staff would like to wish everyone a happy 

holiday season and a very happy and healthy New Year! 

 

 



Mrs. Knoke’s Classroom 

 

Wondering what your child is up to in reading and writing workshop?   
 
All classes are beginning Unit 3, so check out the topics they will cover 
and talk to them at home about their learning! 
 
In writing, fourth graders are beginning their second opinion writing unit.  
They wrapped up writing personal and persuasive essays and will now be 
writing essays about the stories they are reading.   
 

Your fourth grade writer will: 
 

● grow ideas for literary essays, by learning to close read texts.   
● argue ideas about characters  
● draft and revise their essay about a familiar short text 
● write a second  essay by thinking more deeply about the text.  
● prepare for a final publication by editing, sharing, and celebrating 

their work 
● learn to write compare-and-contrast essays, focusing on themes and 

topics in literature.  
 
In reading, the fourth graders are excited to begin reading in book clubs, 
discussing the social issues they’re noticing in their texts.  
 
Your fourth grade reader will: 
 

● identify social issues that weave through texts.  
● look for the problems and injustices that affect not just the 

character, but entire groups of people.  
● read books and current event articles side by side 
● develop their own perspectives and questions about issues 
● turn to nonfiction as a way to deepen their understandings of social 

issues they are studying. 
● analyze the ways different authors address social issues in both 

fiction and nonfiction.  
● approach all texts they encounter with a critical lens.  

 
 



In fifth grade, writers will also be writing literary essays, this time lifting 
the level of the literary essays they wrote in fourth grade. 
 

Your fifth grade writer will: 

 

● close read, develop thesis statements, and identify evidence that 
fits  

● draft a literary essay to support a claim about a character or 
theme.  

● draw on strategies to develop interpretations and craft thesis 
statements  

 
In reading, fifth graders are thrilled to read fantasy books in book clubs! 
The main goal in this unit is to create lifelong readers; by teaching 
strategies in order to tackle more complex fiction. 
 
Your fifth grade reader will: 
 

● read with deep comprehension and synthesize across many pages. 
● notice the complexity in fantasy novels and learn strategies to meet 

those challenges. 
● learn to be more analytical as they learn characters are not always 

what they seem. 
● learn that characters in fantasy novels are often on quests; those 

quests can be internal and external. 
● learn that character traits, quests, and themes can run across 

stories. 
● turn to nonfiction when reading all sorts of references to things that 

they can research. 
● bring a toolkit of strategies to tackle unfamiliar words. 
● think about the potential meaning that symbols play in their stories 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



News from Mrs. Mulrooney and Mrs. Litts’ Classroom 

 

Wow! We have completed one third of the year already! The children are 
well into the routines and the work of fourth grade students. It is amazing 
to see how much they have already learned. 
 
In language arts we have completed two reading and two writing units. In 
reading we studied the characters in our books. We have learned to see 
the characters as complex with many sides. The students look for the 
elements of a story and can provide evidence to back up their thinking. 
We have also been tackling some non-fiction reading. Our focus has been 
on extreme weather topics. The students are learning to read for the 
main idea and key details. They have learned so much and have shared 
their learning with each other through presentations. In writing we began 
the year writing narrative stories. This last unit we wrote personal and 
persuasive essays. Parents watch out, these kids can make a strong case 
on a topic they believe in. 
 
In math we have been honing our number sense with lots of place value 
work, addition and subtraction, some geometry, and fractions. The most 
exciting thing for me to see is all the great thinking that the students do. 
They are able to apply different strategies and solve a problem in 
multiple ways. It is great to see them explaining a problem to each other, 
which shows a true understanding! 
 
In science we are learned about different land formations, weathering, 
and patterns in the earth by studying maps. Finally we looked at the 
impact humans have on natural resources. We will have a final project-
based activity about natural disasters which will tie into our language arts 
unit. 
 
In social studies we learned about geography and its many parts. We are 
just finishing studying the Lenape Indians and will try our hand at writing 
a legend or myth the Lenape might have shared around the fire at night. 
 
We look forward to an exciting second trimester of learning! 
 
 
 



Mrs. Weintraub’s 4th Grade Class 
 
Winter break is approaching quickly! We have many amazing learning 
experiences to look forward to when we return.  
 
In reading, we will be working on an enormously popular unit – “Social 
Issues Book Clubs: Applying Analytical Lenses across Literature and 
Informational Texts.” This unit involves cross-genre work including 
fiction, nonfiction, and poetry.  
 
The reading we will be doing will remind us that we care very much about 
justice and injustice and about living meaningful lives. I will support 
students in stretching their thinking to encompass viewing the world 
through the lenses of various social issues. We will be reading between 
the lines to interpret issues in texts, analyze the way different authors 
address and craft similar social issues in both literature and current 
events, and finally, bringing our reading lenses to the world and making 
our thinking more complex. We will have established book clubs prior to 
kicking off this unit (Calkins, Lucy, If…Then…Curriculum, Heinemann, 
Portsmouth, NH, 2015).   
      
During Writer’s Workshop, our focus will be on writing a Literary Essay. 
We will be writing about our reading and raising the quality of our essays. 
We will write a compare and contrast essay as well in addition to our 
other writing. 
 
In Social Studies we are working towards completion of The Five Themes 
of Geography Project. Our next unit of study will focus on the early 
history of New Jersey. We will continue to read Scholastic News and do 
the lessons associated with it.  
 
We are looking forward to our holiday party on December 22nd. In 
January we will go on our first class trip to the Liberty Science Center. 
 
Enjoy the winter break with your families. I wish you peace, health and 
prosperity in the coming year. 


